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A corollary of our rest&s slight& extends ome of the results in [2] concerning 
the (min, +) product of real matrices, i.e. %riniMum” and cc +” replace “+” and 
Sc x ” respectively inthe usual definition of real matrix product. This is because any 
(min, +) network for matrix product becomes a network for Boolean product when 
each %in” qad each u +” is replaced by %I ” aaiad “r\ ” respectively. 
2. 
From nou on we tlse ncdtwoA to mean a monotone network which computes Ix 
oofeau matrix produst for some fixed non-zero I, J, K. Each “wire” Or 
connecting arc of a Ilatwork has naturally a$sociat& w&h it a monotone Boolean 
function of the input variables. The functions associated with the pair of input 
-Wires to any gate we call its arg 
often use mere j~xtapos~~io~ to 
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the set of argqument values which yield the function I alue ‘true’, so we couki write_ 
We denote by U, the sequence of all input variables 
( %lr l **s am 41, l **9 
and use x, x1, x2, ..* to denote arbitrary elements of U. S, s’, sf, s2, *.. will be used 
for arbitrary monotone functio s. Two elementary properties of monotone functions 
are stated without proof. 
Extremely inef’ficient etworks can be designed. The r@i&zg process described in 
this section consists of applying local transformations tonetworks in order to ren 3ye 
redundant gates whilst preserving its input/output behaviour. For example, if s1 G J-~ 
then an A -gate with arguments sl, s2 can be eliminated s:ince its result is merely J’~, 
This simplification, and many others, can be expressed by this obvious duphztion 
r de, 
Rl: If gl, g2 are gates (or an input and a gate) with the same function 
and g2 does not precede gl in the network then gz may be eliminated 
arid al1 connections to the output of g2 made to gII instead: 
It is convenient to allow the constants 0, 1, as inputs to a network, but anv use . 
of these constants is clearly eliminable by applications of RI. 
More interesting refinement rules depend on knowledge of the output functions 
of the network. We introduce here this important notion of speczjk re$menwz~~ 
A fairly simple transformation allows the removal from ,a function of terms w&h 
are “useless”. For exampla, “al 1 v b12 b2r” may be replaced by “1~~ 1” since the 
term “b12 b21” cannot caniribute anything essential to the final result, WC: define 
a futnction (set), ross, whirh contains all such “useless” terms. 
Dross = V @& air&’ v V 
(l,kb’stt’,k? 
bRJ bk*f v v aik bk’,* 
ICn the language of assignmen statements for programs, 
R2 For any x E U, if Y c s G x v Dross, then s:=: X. 
Note that the restriction ‘of x to input 1.rariables is not necessary for the correctness 
of R2, but just to ensure that app,lication of 2 eliminates at least one gate. 
2 may be easily established by following the effect of the chmges 
giz, on?y 6’dross99 is removed. 
next set of specific refiiiemen requires ome justification. 
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t a be a maximal such valuation, i.ie. if any input value is changed from 0 in c1 
to 1, the value of csPPdPP changes from. 0 to 1. Under a, we must have 
afl b.[, v ai#l bIJr = 0. 
out loss of generality suppose ai1 = 0 and either 
0 i alRi = 0, or ‘. 
(ii) bg3# = 0. 
1 Since a is maximal, changing @fl to 1 changes cIIIJII. Therefore i = i” and bI,r = 1. 
n c&se (i) we can deduce similarly that i’ = iv” which yields a contradiction. In case (ii), 
the one hand that b,llsp = 1 and bI,, = 0, therefore j’ # j", while on 
chanting bIjt to :a changes 4:sIIjII, therefore j’ = j”. This contradiction 
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and so by Pl in Sectk 2, oil &, $ s1 v s2 which contradicts Q& v sJ. There- 
fore g must be an A-ga tc ft ie now easy to show that aca G s1 and blJ s s2 or vice 
~crsa, Without loss of generrllity, assume the former. “‘us the valuation arI = 1 
would allow the ellimindtion by RI of all gates in I ( 
Suppose g is in I (QJ n .ir (&), then either 
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of (iv i) + <i’,f),, then it hst one of R3, R4. RS, is applicable in each case, which 
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cmtmiicts _tlhe assumption of minimality. Thus the sets 1 (Q*J are disjoint. 
If K > I, for all i, j, define 
i&(s) - ai1 bIj G s s At v blj & s $ blj 
where AL = V a,. 
k#l 
Suppose that g is in I (&) with arguments sl, s2. If it is an A -gate then s1 $ Ai v El, 
and s2 $ A,v bl, since R’& A sj) but Gus,, and 1 R&2). But P2 now 
impks that s1 A s2 $ At v bl, which is a contradiction. Hence g is an v -gate, an 
so both si, s2 are contained in Al v bi,. 13~ PI, at least one of si, s2, say sl, contains 
r;r,,&, and so sX G blI, since +?&). Thus the valuation b,, = 0 would allow the 
elimination of id1 gates in J (&,). 
Suppose g iis in I (I?,,) C-I f (R& then s1 Z 
Since R,.&, v s$, we have s2 
1J A (Al. w b,J, and so j = i’ 
siuce a, 1 bxl G ~2~. bl, and therefore ais1 blJ $ sz 
because 1 Ri ,(q!). Hence aII l bl , . s sl. So a,, blJ vt+, bi, E s1 s bll. If i # i’ then 
from R6 we have sl = bl,. Since 
bil s sl v s2 s (Al v blJ)A (Aat v b,,) s bl, v Dross, 
implies that :pl v s2 = bi I, and so g can be eiiminated by RI. This contradictioc 
S~OYVS that the sets I (Ria,) ke disjoint. 
I+- all if, j, no input variable saMi pU or &, while cJl satisfies QdJ and if K > 1 
it also satis& lPI,. Thus if K > 1, the I (Q,,> and I #,) are non-emrty and if 
we fix all =$-: 1 for al1 i ant9 b,,, = 0 for all j, all the gates f ( Qu) and I (li’,,) can 
eliminated. By disjointness, this is of at least U A -gates and IJ v -gates. 
The network which remains is a d network for I 
c’luct since the functiion at the (&j) output is now 
minate at least IJ A -gates 
by an inductive argumen 
A -giw ‘\d au A lJJ with K- 1 v -gates 84si.g a &Sal 
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(if iJ (K- I) v -gates. Thus two minimd networks are i~terconvemiide using only 
ivity of A and v d the assbdativity of v . 
have a network with the minimal numbers of ~--gates an 
in I (&) or f (RJ for some i, i 
ment only in the gates I (Q;e,) or 
The analysis in the proof of Theorem I s 
be an argumen 
product, irrespective of the struct s wk have superimposed for the s&e of 3ur 
proofs, euery input variabIe is an argument of A -gates only. NOM” it is t 
for such a network that no gate has a result s with x G s I% 
the proof of eorem I we see that the ~-gate of I (Ql,) has arguments at1 and btjz 
and therefore again by symmetry the IJL\ -gate f a minimal network have argu- 
ment pairs (Q,~, Q for all i, j, k. Since the 1J al outputs must be computed 
directly rom these UK results using IJ (K- 1) v - tes the conclusion of the Theo- 
rem is now a trivial &zuction. q 
7. conchI!Bion 
Several of the techniques used in these pro& may have wider applications. Regard- 
ing the “specific refinements”, we find that knowing certain properties of the output 
functions of 3 network alPows us to make unexpected local sir;llplifications which 
would not be valid in general. It would be interesting to know whether this pheno- 
menon extends tc non-monotone networks. The method of examining “initial 
occurrences’” of suitably chosen predicates is very convenient where applicable. 
Of course the difficulty lies in choosing the right predicates, ince they are not 
intuitively obvious. 
The results, presented here give a satisfactory answer to questions about the 
complexity of monotone networks for oolean matrix roduct. A closely related 
the transitive clo of a square Boo!ean matrix. The com- 
sarwre order w that of matrix product but there) is still 
considerabi~~ gap betweet he upper and lower should exi3ect a complete 
solution to this problem to be very much harder to obtain. 
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